Animal Lift Table with Safety Tie Downs

Benefits:
This exam table saves your back and assists you with pet positioning. The table uses ergonomics to do the work of an assistant. It will lift the pet and provide a back to tie down, if needed. This allows you to keep your hands and focus on your patient.

Features:
• Stable Stainless Steel table sits where you need it…in the middle of the treatment area or against a wall.
• Improved actuator provides a smooth electric lift to the ideal height for the exam.
• Exam surface lifts from 12” to 39” high. Foot pedal makes raising and lowering efficient.
• Backboard has two restraint bars with adjustable, locking cam cleats for patient restraint.
• Aggressive Behavior Position Feature: The lateral exam table lets you securely position the animal against the backboard and use the tie-down fixtures if you need to restrain a fractious patient.
• Available with optional built-in K9W8 scale (shown at right).
• Weight capacity of up to 200 lbs.
• Specs: Exam surface is 44-1/2”L x 20”W

Table 903.5740.02 280 lbs.
Table with Scale 903.5740.03 305 lbs.